My Name is Ray
poppel

no mitch was his name: a clear plastic flank
whose quistrid was half of the tale
von vitch in a plapp show
*

I vitch and moved to the step
(which was long)
like a rubber boat
in a gamebox with half an ending

*

“And I gummed teeth”
That was his saying
And he said it loud
Like Orson Welles flashing me in a dormitory
*

Because he was pudding and cream to me
this doll of course
beavers vs clouds
: a wine at amazon.com
*

I went into the night pletch
My jelly was green ok?
Mike’s was diamond blu
He had the steak and I had the chips
*
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Such were his words
Simplicity with hierarchy
If I wanted to see it

(

.

.

) that way

*

clowning around with poppel’s fingerbowl
Like a Forrest Dixon wanabee
(centrally held on the Isle of Mull)
(who swapped me a video)
These are Britney Spears tits

.

.

*

the sky was himmel
for un smort (of coughed ristred de lune)
two spangles__five bangles
three sticks__seven guns
and a tank in Iraq
*

For want of foam (or piffles)
I had to lift his logs
A tricky spawn
And I ran for it
*

If this wasn’t enough
He slipped me the wink
A slimy kind,
A ditch filled with custard and follix
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*

When the secret was out
with every last thought of my death
with all the skriving, all the spising
Like a wortchard with a tomb for a bed
*

Gifford was next
So was fitch
: a glitch in the plan
As a result I had to wait
*

“Sit by the veg. Sit down by the mange tout”
But I gave a kind remark
Something about heaping manure
Rocking his boat and fixing his drugs right
*

A poppel parcel:
Torft sport was his thing
A game with manx and spanking
You’d have seen his point too
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Coins
Sometimes
Of course, it was the word that was said – “lurky mitchell-wood”
Was derressed in a boilersuit with added extra D
Is here linked to:
Whatever the manager says the pickers still need to use the bags

Beckett is the proud sponsor of Adidas
Or something like that) – a basket of rolls while efterwards
and snarling saw a song of Milwaukee tulips
Has still got the tastes and the shapes of huddlestone
(Which half smelled like a bridge club
Your feet are important
Meanwhile
kelly and marilyn are dressed for the doll-shop
Galliano and surf & turf

a battery titanic of horsedrill
for which benneth’m & carter & richmond and chetch
were dismissed
like this discarded sandwich
one half butter / one half milk
B
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M

Later
‘Heads’ : chats a mean conversation

‘Bacon’ : comes early for Christmas with his ucky buns present
I totted a goblin.

He gave me the lease

Might have had “a Pfennig, a sø, a clubbed tangerine or a cent
Dani is your maid

I’m slipping into something more comfortable
eating radishes

and spongy wafer things
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Entonox
we ought to say memometer
when listening to the sound buttercups make:
jiffy p
eric da rae
mobile fone graves
robert morris
heather desert
how is half a donut?
hvad betyder nusser?:
;lucy the bee
mike the cat
sana the goldfish
jeremy mouse
a pixie in the wood with a hood
near enoki:
gruft of hamwich
parley burl
chinese muppet shows
the extras from top gun
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a concrete noun is an abstract noun
where did simon go?:
raspberry hamlet
free lice contest
squillli
rosemary barrett (sister)
gummy sheath
‘vote’ is an old-fashioned phrase
we ought to have said ‘voted’:
wart chuckles
scarlet o’hambra
language frisk
turkey pottage
so finally you tell me
where has this lime?
judd green
what does this ‘s’ mean
a logical shopping mall
armel, macaque, ostrich, povich, mastiff
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Halterneck
Bingo toast

Slight bitch

A warmth of pullover

A daisy-bell hat

In this aromatherapy tent
At a drumming workshop
Inkling
Spooning the water over the glass
tract of: “mate and the guilt of the middle classes”;
of fatty white twists
and sexually correct cupping
Can you?”

“ I can sew you my toadstool.

Now we revel in peter painting on
The door
Now coleslop is in with an orange hand
Like Paris Hilton:
“a giant amongst men”
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Dieter Roth Shopping Powder
water comes before butter
and of course water is smaller than melch
if you’re feeling lumpy or giddy
“but I sun tanned you too long”
for relief against crosswords
and the hovepine DVD
make butter before the football’s on
no punch pockets on the train
a monkey with a band aid
a band aid on a monkey
a monkey with a trumpet
a trumpet on a monkey’s head
a donkey with a banker’s hat
a duck with a traveller’s cheque
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becomming
If there is a dragon why does he laugh
If there is a dopper why does it quilt
If there is boln why don’t smith
If I have biscuits then all is ponies
Does gibbon sleeve
How does garry hat on with mildred
Is two times red menthol
Which key symbolizes PRitchard
If the 9 of hearts why doule
Where is quarst, quispy, fintax
What must a terrapin bowling
Which dask is luke
Does zezzy by himslef
How can rye jones
If gland then gand
When does the paste smung
How many half heap then otter
If flinch is then tost
Where was bertie if hair was in the ear
What must one do to understand chilp
Does litter mean pozo
Which way if to from far mount-hill
When did bin become a vitamin
Is second life the same as flying
Was surfer the same principles as milkshake
If nikki wasn’t a kind where was she
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